HAMLET OF NEUHORST
GENERAL ANNUAL MEETING
OCTOBER 10, 2019

Shaun May called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m. There were 23 people in attendance. The minutes
from the last meeting were handed out and read; accepted by Dave Quirt, seconded by Jon Stamp.

Discussion of the new intensive dairy was started by Jon Stamp. Jon had a conversation with Bas
regarding the waste management of the dairy; there is a number at Ag Canada that we are able to call if
we have any questions about the waste management. Shaun or Carol will get the number from Jon if it
is needed. The noise of the fans from the barn were also brought up, Shaun will have a discussion about
the fans with Darryl Bueckert – the owner of the operation.

Concerns were brought up regarding dirt bike traffic through the hamlet this summer. Shaun assured
the residents that were in attendance that he had discussed this with the Corman Park Police and has
noticed that the incidents have stopped. There was also concern voiced regarding water trucks and
trailers that are coming into the hamlet, they are heavy and are damaging the pavement. The question
was raised as to there possibly being other companies that haul water and are also cause less damage.
There was also a question about having a sign put up prohibiting trucks from using their Jake brakes, as
well as better dust control at the north end of the hamlet. The grain trucks and other large traffic cause
a lot of dust and it causes breathing issues for both the people of the hamlet as well as their animals.

Another concern that was raised was the south entrance into Neuhorst; where the new yard is being
built. There were questions about where exactly the road runs that is part of the hamlet, there was
mention that some would like to see it built up to where the driveway will be and also to the same
height as the existing road.

A work bee has been planned for October 26 to do some cleaning and fixing at the park. Jon Stamp has
a lead on a spiral slide that he will follow up on. The things to work on will be fixing the rink and having

some more top soil be brought in. It was mentioned that Rio Topsoil has good soil that could possibly be
purchased. Carol will post the position of rink flooding and scraping on the Neuhorst Facebook page. If
there is no one willing to do this then Dave will do the flooding this winter; he would like help with
scraping.

Jon Stamp made a motion to keep the blue recycling bin, it was seconded by Brandon with everyone in
favor.

Dave Bueckert gave an update on the progress the parks committee has made. They have almost $5000
so far and he will be contacting Adam Tittamore re: filling out grant forms. Jon was wondering about
what type of equipment would be put up. Some suggestions were: goal posts for soccer, tennis courts,
basket ball nets, baseball diamond. These suggestions will be discussed at the next parks committee
meeting.

Shaun told the attendees that he has been in discussion with Adam Tittamore regarding the vacant
house in the hamlet that is vacant and falling into disrepair. Adam had assured him that there is
progress happening right now but because of privacy issues we cannot be told a lot about it. There was
concern about liability if anything should happen; Shaun will check and see if we are able to put a
removable fence around the house so that there will not be any accidents.

A motion was made to see if Department of Highways could put up a “Neuhorst” sign at the corner of
highway 305 and highway 3050. Also it would be nice to have painted lines on the road, it would be
better for visibility in the winter time. Jon made the motion that Shaun discuss this with Corman Park,
Rosella seconded the motion, carried by all.

Ron Friesen made the motion to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Megan Penner, meeting adjourned.

